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The main goal of the Professional Development Grant is to provide financial support to WSU 

graduate students for travel to present their original work or attend professional 

development workshops and seminars. The Professional Development Grant is 

intended to help enhance graduate education through participation in 

seminars and conferences and foster professional development to further students’ 

careers. 
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College of Science and Mathematics 

 Battini, Vishnu Priya Chowdary, MS 

Major:  Biology 

Advisor: Dr. Paula Bubulya 

Title of research:  Role of the protein Son in alternative splicing of HDAC6 

 

 Kotha Lakshmi Narayan, Poornima, Ph.D.  

Major:  Biomedical sciences 

Advisor: Dr. Kate Excoffon 

Title of research: Elucidating the biological function of CAREx8 

 

 Morris, Megan Brianne, Ph.D. 

Major:  Psychology 

Advisor: Dr. Gary Burns 

Title of research: Circumplex Traits versus Facet Traits 

 

 Khadijeh Alnajjar,  Ph.D. 

Major:  Biomedical sciences  

Advisor: Dr. Lawrence J. Prochaska 

Title of research: Removal of endogenous phospholipids of rhodobacter sphaeroides cytochrome 

c oxidase affects the flexibility of the enzyme 

 

 Hema Vijwani,  Ph.D. 

Major:  Materials Science and Nanotechnology 

Advisor: Dr. Sharmila M. Mukhopadhyay 

Title of research: Carbon Nano-Structures for Environmental Applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Vishnu Priya Chowdary 

Biology, MS 

Abstract 

I am a Biology Masters student, presenting a poster at ASCB conference held at New Orleans, LA. This is 

the place where I can meet people who work in my field of interest i.e., Pre-mRNA splicing and present 

the research I have contributed, to experts and great critics. This helps me become more confident about 

my results before sending them out for publishing. I am presenting a poster on “Role of the protein Son in 

alternative splicing of HDAC6”. Pre-mRNA splicing requires proper splice site selection mediated by 

many factors including snRNPs and serine-arginine rich (SR) splicing factors. Son is the largest known 

SR splicing factor, and it has several putative functional domains including an RS domain, a glycine rich 

patch (G-patch) and double stranded RNA binding domain (DSRBD). Son is essential for organization of 

pre-mRNA processing factors in nuclear speckles and for cell cycle progression. We previously reported 

an exon array analysis of Son-depleted HeLa cells that revealed changes in 1061 transcripts showing exon 

inclusion or exclusion. We validated that Son is required for appropriate splice site choice in transcripts 

for several chromatin-modifying enzymes, including HDAC6, ADA and SETD8. However, the 

mechanism by which Son maintains accurate splicing is unknown. We are systematically generating 

model minigene cassettes for molecular and in situ analysis of Son-dependent splicing regulation. We 

have constructed a HDAC6 minigene reporter that contains the genomic sequence spanning exons 26 

through 29. Following Son depletion in HeLa cells transfected with the HDAC6 minigene reporter 

construct, we observed skipping of exons 27 and 28 on both the reporter and endogenous HDAC6 

transcripts (refer to slide no. 9-17 of appendix). We hypothesize that the C-terminal RS domain of Son is 

required to maintain proper splicing of HDAC6 transcripts, and we are evaluating siRNA refractory Son 

deletion mutants to determine which domains of Son can rescue splicing of HDAC6 minigene transcripts. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Kotha Lakshmi Narayan, Poornima  

Biomedical Sciences, Ph.D. 

Abstract 

Epithelial cells that line the mucosal surface of the respiratory tract differentiate to form an apical (AP) 

and a basolateral (BL) surface.  These two surfaces are separated by a complex of proteins called JAC 

that form a seal between the cells. CAR is a protein present beneath the JAC and localizes at the BL 

surface of epithelial cells. CAR is crucial for maintaining the JAC, and for the normal development of the 

heart in embryos. Our lab has recently shown the presence of AP form of CAR called CAREx8. 

The biological function of CAREx8 and the reason why it localizes at the AP surface is unclear. 

Previously it was shown that BL CAR interacts with another protein, JAML that is present on the surface 

of WBCs, especially neutrophils. Since CAREx8 is identical to the BL CAR in its region that binds to 

JAML we hypothesized that CAREx8 functions to adhere neutrophils on the AP surface of epithelial 

cells. To test this hypothesis, we created an epithelial cell line (MDCK-CAREx8) which, upon addition of 

the drug Dox, induces CAREx8 expression on the AP surface and it directly correlates with the amount of 

Dox added. We then added neutrophils (labeled with a fluorescent green stain), isolated from healthy 

human donors, onto the AP surface of induced MDCK-CAREx8cells. Consistent with our hypothesis we 

observed that with increasing CAREx8 levels there was increasing neutrophil adhesion on the MDCK-

CAREx8 cell surface. As controls we used uninduced MDCK-CAREx8 cells, and MDCK cells 

expressing the BL form of CAR or a non-specific protein like m-cherry . This novel data sheds light on 

the mechanism by which neutrophils adhere to the epithelial cell surface which is important in 

inflammatory diseases, such as cystic fibrosis or asthma, where excessive neutrophil adhesion on the AP 

cell surface increases disease symptoms.  

 

 

 

 



 

Morris, Megan Brianne,  

 Psychology, PhD 

Abstract 

The current study examined the criterion validity of circumplex traits compared to that of personality 

facets in explaining variance in counterproductive work behavior (CWB).  Specifically, we examined 

whether circumplex traits’ explanation of unique variance in CWBs was due to being narrow traits or a 

blend of multiple personality factors.  We compared the Abridged Big 5 Circumplex (AB5C) 

circumplexes and NEO PI-R facets associated with Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Emotional 

Stability.  In addition, we examined the relationship between these personality traits and narrow 

categorizations of CWB: interpersonally directed CWB (CWB-I) and organization-directed CWB (CWB-

O).  Two hundred and ninety-six student workers completed a survey examining personality and CWB.  

Regression analysis supported our prediction that circumplex traits explain unique variance in CWB-Is 

and CWB-Os beyond that of personality facets.  Our results suggest that circumplex traits’ blend of 

multiple personality factors might be a driving factor behind this unique relationship.  Researchers and 

practitioners should continue to explore the predictive ability of circumplex traits in regard to CWBs and 

other organizational outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Khadijeh Alnajjar 

Biomedical Sciences, Ph.D. 

 

Abstract 

The crystal structure of cytochrome c oxidase (COX) from Rhodobacter sphaeroides shows two 

phospholipids intercalated inside subunit III and four at the interface between subunits I, III and IV.  

These phospholipids are necessary for electron transfer, but their exact function in the structure of COX is 

still unclear.  

Phospholipids were removed from COX by incubation with molar stoichiometric amounts of 

phospholipase A2 for 3 hours at 4 °C in 20 mM MOPS pH 7.2, 20 mM CaCl2 and 0.2 % dodecyl 

maltoside. The enzyme was then washed on a cytochrome c-affinity column; phosphorous, iron and 

copper content was determined by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. Wild-type enzyme 

contained an average of 5 moles phosphorous per mole enzyme, while the delipidated enzyme contained 

less than one. Electron transfer activity in the treated enzyme was decreased 30% and it exhibited suicide 

inactivation. Inhibition of electron transfer activity and suicide inactivation were reversed by the addition 

of 1 mg/ml asolectin. The time dependence of α-chymotrypsin digestion of the enzyme showed that 

subunit I was digested at a faster rate in the delipidated COX, suggesting a more open conformation in the 

lipid-depleted COX. To further assess COX conformational flexibility upon delipidation, both COX 

forms were labeled in subunit III with a sulfhydryl group-directed fluorophore, N-iodoacetylamindoethyl-

1-aminonaphthalene-5-sulfonate (IAEDANS). Fluorescence anisotropy measurements showed a 50% 

increase in the rotational rate of AEDANS-labeled delipidated COX. This increase in flexibility of 

subunit III affects the flexibility of the adjacent subunit I as shown by the higher chymotrypsin digestion 

rate of subunit I in the delipidated enzyme. Taken together, these data provide an explanation of the low 

turnover rates and suicide inactivation, both of which occur in COX in the absence of phospholipids 

 

 



 

 

 

Hema Vijwani 

Materials Science and Engineering, Ph.D   

 

Abstract 

 In this study, we demonstrate the potential of using hybrid carbon nano-structures for environmental 

remediation applications. The hybrid nanostructure investigated here consists of carbon nanotubes 

attached to porous carbon-foams fabricated in hierarchical manner, which can efficiently adsorb several 

aqueous pollutants like toxic dye molecules as studied here. Materials characteristics were correlated 

with reaction kinetics by performing microstructure analysis and batch experiments to study adsorption 

rates of methylene blue dye on these structures using UV-Vis spectroscopy. These hybrid materials are 

also useful as base support materials for attachment of suitable catalyst nanoparticles such as metal-

nanoparticles and several tests demonstrating increased catalytic activity will be shown. These 

structures exhibit tunable surface areas and are robust in nature. Moreover, they can be repeatedly 

used without any obvious structural change and performance deterioration. The results are very 

encouraging and indicate potential applications of these hybrid structures in environmental remediation 

devices 


